Project Fellow position for Collaborative Research Scheme using facilities under a UGC-DAEF Consortium for Scientific Research

Symbiosis International University invites applications for the post of Project Fellow to carry out the project ‘Effect of preparation conditions on nanoparticle formation and oxygen stoichiometry of metal oxides’ supported by UGC-DAEF, (CSR-IC-BL-19/CRS-116-2014-15/212) of the Consortium for Scientific Research under the Collaborative Research Scheme.

Eligibility: Second Class M.Sc. with a minimum of 55% (Preferably Physics) or First Class BE/BTech
Desirable: Good knowledge on nano materials synthesis and characterisation
Fellowship: Rs. 14,000 per month
Project Duration: Currently 1 Year (a maximum of 3 years)

Interested candidate should send their applications along with their detailed CV (preferably soft copies) within 15 days of this advertisement to Dr. Neeru Bhagat, Principle Investigator-UGC-DAEF, CSR (Collaborative Research Scheme), Symbiosis Institute of technology, Department of Applied Science, Gram: Lavale, Tal: Mulshi, Pune 412115, Maharashtra. (Email: neeru.bhagat@sitpune.edu.in).

No TA/DA will be paid to candidates attending the interview.